William Jennings Bryan said:
“When we have restored the
money of the constitution, all
other necessary reforms will
be possible, but until this is
done, there is no other reform
that can be accomplished.”

The American Monetary
Institute
makes it easy to understand
the mystery of money

http://votewin.info/money
opening3.htm
On December 24th, 1913, when
most legislators had gone
home, “We the People’s”
servant elected leaders, without
authority, legislated our money
system to a private bank:
The Federal Reserve.
This legislation must now be
modified before the results of
the system self-destructs,
taking us all along with it.

AT www.VoteWin.us See:

Monopoly Men

“The happiness and
prosperity of our citizens
is the only legitimate
object of government”…
… “in order to keep the
government honest it is
necessary to have a
revolution at least once
every twenty years.”
- Thomas Jefferson
Let us create Jefferson’s
Revolution being an Evolution:
We Win, They Win and
our Planet Wins
Have The Fulfillment Of
Being A Self-Proclaimed

Constitution
Ambassador

by getting this Good News Out.
FIND

“Our Greatest Gift”

AT

(Federal Reserve Fraud)
AND

America Freedom to
Fascism
Both Are
Google Five Star Videos
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Creating
“We the People’s”
Practical Plan To
Claim the Wisdom
and Wealth of
Our Constitution

Breaking the
Spell:
Discovering the
Obvious
&

Waking Up Rich
In every Regard

Then Be A

Constitution
Ambassador

Getting the Good
News Out
For a Good Overview see
the Featured Article at:

www.VoteWin.us

Breaking the Spell
is first listening to
Abraham Lincoln
“I see in the near future a
crisis approaching that
unnerves me and causes
me to tremble for the
safety of my country. As
a result of the war,
corporations have been
enthroned and an era of
corruption in high places
will follow, and the
money power of the
country will endeavor
to prolong its reign by
working upon the
prejudices of the people
until all wealth is
aggregated in a few
hands and the Republic
is destroyed.”

At VoteWin READ
War is a Racket By:
General Smedley D. Butler
http://www.votewin.info/warracket.htm

(Racket: a systematized element
of organized crime.)
BE A

Constitution Ambassador
Getting the Good News out at

www.VoteWin.us

Discovering the Obvious
is knowing that business-asusual of electing corporate
owned Presidents is our
destruction that
Lincoln warned us about!
Plus ecological destruction

Waking Up Rich and
being fulfilled is knowing that
all we need to do is elect a
President who has a
proven record

of upholding our Constitution,
who pledges to evolve our
monetary and military
system being under
constitutional control and
directing the military to
uphold their oath and
participate in enforcing our
Constitution here at home.
The United States is now seen
as “The Evil Empire”
Our Government is being held
hostage to a criminal,
treasonous system.
Only “We the People” Can
save them and us by calling
on our military to uphold their
honor and oath to protect our
Constitution by taking
appropriate action requiring
that our Administration
reinstates the Constitution of
the United States.

Waking Up Rich
This Is Very Personal.

Upholding our
Constitution would end our
endless criminal wars and
unconstitutional income tax.
We would gain government
benefits and not lose any.
We would not pay for our
homes two or three times
before we owned them,
because we would pay little
or no interest on them.
This is the beginning of:
Waking Up Rich.
Just think of the possibilities
of what we can do with our
Constitutional, debt free
monetary system. As other
countries do, we could have
free education and health
care for all.
Then getting really creative,
providing the debt free
investment for our Industrial
Military Complex, having the
added capacity to create war
in reverse, evolving to be our
Uncle Sam Construction
Company with dividends
going to
“We the People.”

